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ABSTRACT

Visual representations of ideas are valuable for creative thinking and expression. Prior research on design and informationbased ideation has assessed novelty in creative products as
the inverse of the frequency that an idea or visual element
occurs in the complete space of responses. In controlled experiments, frequency has previously been calculated in reference to the set of ideas collected by all participants (corpus).
Experimental conditions restricting the space of possible elements resulted in overlap between participant responses,
yielding a range of frequencies. Alas, in field investigations
the space of possible elements is unrestricted, resulting in little overlap of ideas, and thus mostly a single frequency (1/N )
of collected elements.
We introduce a new method that uses web search to measure
the novelty of individual ideas. Instead of using the local corpus directly to calculate frequency, we use the number of results from web searches generated from elements in the corpus. Our implementation uses Googles reverse image lookup
to determine the popularity of images. We compare results
with those derived via prior methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Visual representations of ideas are valuable for creative thinking and expression [1, 4]. Prior research on design and
information-based ideation has assessed novelty in creative
products [8, 5, 9]. In researching creativity support environments, researchers often label user authored media by hand to
extract data from experiments and investigations in the field.
As the amount of user authored media increases, researchers
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have more impetus to invent automated techniques for measuring components of creativity.
Information-based ideation (IBI) is the process of having new
ideas while working with information [5, 11]. In informationbased ideation tasks, a person searches, collects, organizes,
and thinks about information to answer open-ended questions, such as planning a vacation, deciding on a thesis topic,
or designing an innovation. In IBI tasks, people author collections of information and media elements from sources including the Web to represent ideas relevant to the task at hand.
In this methodology, each collected element is an individual
“answer” or idea developed in response to an IBI task, which
one can use to measure components of creativity.
Novelty, one component of creativity, is the uniqueness of an
idea. Researchers have computed novelty as statistical infrequency in laboratory experiments [8, 9, 11]. We refer to
the prior method for calculating elemental novelty as corpusbased novelty. In corpus-based novelty, a collected element
has high novelty if it appears rarely over the set of all collections in an experiment (the corpus). However, this metric only
produces a rich range of values when the number of possible
elements an author can collect is constrained by experimental
conditions. When users collect media from the internet using self authored queries, the number of possible elements to
choose can include any online content. An element collected
in such unconstrained conditions is likely unique among participants, but may be commonly or uncommonly found online.
Search-based novelty uses the number of search results from a
query generated from a media element to measure its novelty,
producing a rich range of values. Computing search-based
novelty is an algorithmic process, which is faster than manual
solutions that require human raters. Once a set of sample of
media is used to create a novelty function, it not require on a
corpus of experimentally collected data to calculate novelty.
We begin with a discussion of prior work. Next, we introduce
search-based novelty. We show empirical evidence to validate
this metric in the context of images and Google Image search.
We conclude by discussing implications for design and future
work.
PRIOR WORK

Prior work has addressed measuring creativity, ideation process, and the experiential ratings of creativity for evaluating
creativity support environments.

Carroll et al. produced a range of questions for evaluating
creativity support tools [2]. Self reported data provides insight about participant experiences. Our approach measures
creative products, which contain attributes that we can measure, rather than a creative processes or experience.
Dow et al. used a variety of metrics to evaluate the efficacy
and creativity of ad prototypes [3]. Instead of coding attributes of the creative products as a measure for novelty, they
used Mechanical Turk to measure similarity for each ad in the
corpus of created ads. To verify, Dow et al. also employed
a panel of experts and used the click through rate of ads to
measure ad value. Instead of measuring similarity as pairwise, both corpus-based and search-based metrics described
in this paper use statistical infrequency to describe novelty.
Shah et al. review and posit measures and processes for evaluating the effectiveness of methods for generating ideas in the
context of engineering design: the intersection of utility and
novelty [8]. To assess novelty in the context of a highly controlled experiment, they prescribe aggregating ideas present
in experiments into categories. The more often an idea occurs across participants, the less novel it is. Calculating novelty with this approach is easy, but requires many hours of
work. Similarly, we use uncommonness to measure novelty,
but our analysis is automated.
Webb and Kerne et al. designed a laboratory experiment evaluating components of creativity of participant authored information compositions [5, 11]. Information composition is a
medium that affords collecting and organizing ideas as text
and image bookmarks, helping people perform IBI tasks. Participants collected images from a preselected set of search
queries. Under these conditions, nearly all of the images collected were collected by multiple participants, creating significant overlap. We report a field study where each participant
collected images with little overlap.
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Figure 1. Example images from least to most novel. Images inov scores
ranging from 0 to 1 and en from 135, 000 to 1. The Facebook logo is the
least novel. Next, an image of Apple TV2, then a stock photo, a photo of
a self checkout system, a us quarter back, and a diagram of power grid.

SEARCH-BASED NOVELTY

Search-based novelty measures the uniqueness of a media element with the number of pages it appears on the Web. We
show an example implementation using images as media elements in the next section. The process for implementing a
search-based novelty metric includes four steps:
1. Collect a set of sample of media elements.
2. Generate search queries for each element algorithmically.
3. Perform searches with each generated query, collecting the
number of search results for each element.
4. Create a function that maps novelty inversely to the number
of search results produced by an element.
Search-Based Image Novelty

Webb and Kerne use Equation 1 to calculate the image novelty of an individual element image e in a set of all image
collections C is 1 divided by the number of sets in C where e
is present:

We present our implementation, search-based image novelty,
which uses Google Image searches to measure the novelty of
images found on the Web.

1
enovi (e, C) =
|c ∈ C : e ∈ c|

Google Images indexes almost all images on the Web, allowing one to search for images using text or image queries.
Google Images combines very similar images, making the
search invariant to resolution and small visual perturbations.

(1)

As elements in a corpus become more common, the value of
enovi (e, C) becomes smaller, indicating that the element is
less novel. Also note that the novelty of an element e is dependent on the corpus of participant respondent collections
C. Calculating the inverse popularity of elements among a
corpus closely follows principles that make IDF useful in information retrieval.
Inverse Document Frequency (Equation 2) highlights rare
terms in documents by giving high weights to terms that occur in fewer documents over a corpus [7]. The IDF of a term
t depends on the number of times that term appears in documents in D.
|D|
idf (t, D) = log
(2)
|d ∈ D : t ∈ d|

First, collect a set of sample images C (1). We used a set
of 3,579 images from the information compositions from the
field study described in the next section. For each image,
generated a search query (2) using each image’s url as the
query. For each image in C, perform a Google Image search
to get the number times the images appears on the Web en (3).
The number of returned search results determines popularity
(en ).
To create a function that normalizes en (4), take the sum of
the logarithms of the popularity of images from all compositions, deriving average popularity (c̄). Then double average
popularity (c̄) to estimate a maximum, and calculate the normalized image novelty (inov) of an element (e). This effectively sets a maximum popularity.
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Thus, inov(e) is a function for novelty that does not depend
on a corpus of collected responses. c̄ does not need to be
calculated for every experiment. We found c̄ = 5.02, to get
the resulting function inov(e) = 1−max(1, log(en )/10.04).
inov will always be between 0 (not novel) to 1 (very novel).
We show the histogram for inov scores over C in Figure 2.
Figure 1 shows example images such as the Facebook logo,
which is the least novel.
FIELD STUDY

Laboratory experiments help researchers focus on factors that
contribute to creativity by providing a controlled environment. In contrast, investigations in the field provide ecological validity. We conducted a field study in The Design
Process: Creativity and Entrepreneurship (DPCE), an interdisciplinary undergraduate course.
DPCE students used the creativity support tool, InfoComposer [10], to author information compositions on soft innovations – new ideas formed from combining and extending
existing ideas. Students searched the Internet, collecting relevant image and text bookmarks to represent ideas about their
soft innovations. Students’ search queries and potential information sources were unrestricted.
To calculate the novelty of a composition, which contains a
set of images, we first calculate novelty for each of its images
and then calculate a mean. We compare the prior corpusbased image novelty (Equation 1, Figure 3) and the new
search-based image novelty (Equation 4, Figure 4).
Corpus-Based Image Novelty Results

Corpus-based image novelty yielded a small range of values,
leaning heavily toward high novelty. Figure 3 illustrates how
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Figure 3. Distribution of corpus-based image novelty scores of 682 student authored compositions from DPCE. Even with the large number of
student made compositions, the lack of overlap creates a small range of
image novelty scores.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the search-based image novelty (novi (e)) for
3,579 image queries.
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Figure 4. Distribution of search-based image novelty scores of 682 student authored composition from DPCE. Using the same images used in
Figure 3, search-based novelty produces novelty scores with more granularity.

poorly the metric is suited for non-fixed queries, showing a
value of 1 for most compositions. Such extreme values have
do not contain enough granularity for valid comparison.
Search-Based Image Novelty Results

Search based image novelty scores provided a higher range
of values. These values are what one would expect for novelty, showing a range of values. Avoiding ties in values makes
this metric better suited for statistical test that require interval values, which are useful for comparing creativity support
environments in field studies and laboratory experiments.
DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss how search-based methods for
measuring the novelty of elements could be applied to other
kinds of media. We discuss benefits of using automated metrics to analyze products made with creativity support environments.

More Media

We have shown search-based novelty more effectively describes image novelty than corpus-based novelty when images can be collected from anywhere on the Web. While we
have only implemented and tested search-based image novelty, we suspect that similar implementations would work
with other kinds of media. Once one can generate queries
and perform searches for an element of an arbitrary media
type, then implementation of a search-based novelty score is
straight forward. We envision this metric being used to assess
elemental novelty for collections of various media including,
audio, text, or video. For text, one could perform searches
using samples of extracted text. For audio, one could search
using queries from tags.

environments necessitate techniques that enable equally large
scale automatic assessment of ideation metrics.
Conclusion

We used observations and data from a field study to show
that search-based image novelty measures are more effective
when the corpus of collected images yields few commonly
collected images. By leveraging Google Images, we computed a baseline for image novelty to construct a useful normalized novelty metric. We presented directions for future
work that extend this metric to other media types that leverage search to measure novelty.
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